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Mitigating the effects of eventual consistency of DNS records on the DNS Provider
Discovery mechanism in the Domain Connect specification
ABSTRACT
Domain Connect is a publicly available standard that enables domain name service
(DNS) providers to provide a mechanism for other entities to place or update DNS records on the
domain. In the terminology of the CAP theorem, DNS retains availability and partition-tolerance
(AP) while dropping consistency. In particular, DNS drops strong consistency for eventual
consistency. This disclosure describes techniques to enable the Domain Connect specification to
mitigate the effects of eventual consistency of DNS records. The techniques function under
various scenarios, e.g., if the _domainconnect TXT record for a new or transferred domain hasn’t
been propagated or is malformed.
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BACKGROUND
Domain Connect is a publicly available standard which enables domain name service
(DNS) providers (entities that set DNS records on internet domains) to provide a mechanism for
service providers (entities which provide services such as email, cloud storage etc. to the
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domain) to place or update DNS records on the domain. An advantage of this standard is that
DNS records can be set or updated without involving or requiring manual intervention from the
actual customer (owner) of the domain.
Per the standard, the service provider redirects or navigates their user (owners of the
domain) to the DNS provider website for authentication and authorization. At the DNS provider
website, the user logs in to authenticate and authorizes the service provider to add or update the
DNS records on their behalf by interacting with the DNS providers via HTTP calls.
Templates are a primary tool used to add or update DNS records for a given domain. A
template is an established contract between a service provider and a DNS provider [1]. Currently,
service providers interact with DNS providers (to add or update the DNS records using
templates) through either the SYNC flow mechanism or the ASYNC flow mechanism.
● Under ASYNC flow, an OAuth token is retrieved from the DNS provider and one or
more templates applied asynchronously on behalf of the customer by the service provider
on the DNS provider.
● Under SYNC flow, no OAuth token is retrieved; rather, a single template is
synchronously applied at a time.
Based on SYNC or ASYNC flow, there are different sets of HTTP calls involved in the process,
as documented in the Domain Connect specification [2].
The service provider typically uses some heuristics or rules around the name server
records to guess the DNS provider. Additionally, the current version-2.2 of Domain Connect also
enables the service provider to automatically, e.g., without using heuristics, discover the DNS
provider and the settings to integrate with it. The automatic mechanism to discover the DNS
provider is referred to as DNS provider discovery.
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In DNS provider discovery, the service provider follows a public TXT record on the
_domainconnect subdomain of a given domain to get the address of a settings server. The service
provider can then fetch the settings of the DNS provider for the domain using an HTTP rest API
call. The settings have a number of parameters in the form of a JSON object [3], e.g., as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

{
"providerId": "xyzdomains.com",
"providerName": "XYZ Domains",
"providerDisplayName": "XYZ Domains",
"urlSyncUX": "https://domainconnect.xyzdomains.com",
"urlAsyncUX": "https://domainconnect.xyzdomains.com",
"urlAPI": "https://api.domainconnect.xyzdomains.com",
"width": 750,
"height": 750,
"urlControlPanel":
"https://domaincontrolpanel.xyzdomains.com/?domain=%domain%",
"nameServers": ["ns01.xyzdomainsdns.com", "ns02.xyzdns.com"]
}
Fig. 1: Example JSON object used in DNS provider discovery
In terms of the CAP theorem [4], DNS chooses availability and partition-tolerance (AP)
while dropping consistency. In particular, DNS drops strong consistency for eventual
consistency. As part of the DNS provider discovery mechanism, when _domainconnect record is
fetched, it could potentially be stale, malformed, or net yet available. The problem is the eventual
consistency of those DNS records i.e., _domainconnect record for now. The problem can be
studied from the service provider’s perspective under three scenarios.
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Problem scenarios
Scenario 1: The _domainconnect TXT record for a new domain has not been propagated.

Fig. 2: A scenario where the _domainconnect TXT record for a new domain hasn’t been
propagated
Scenario 1, illustrated in Fig. 2, can occur if the user has just bought a domain from a
DNS provider and accesses the service provider soon after e.g., within an hour. DNS records
haven’t been propagated, and the user can’t leverage DNS provider discovery because the
_domainconnect TXT record hasn’t been propagated to all the DNS servers.
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Scenario 2: The _domainconnect TXT record for a transferred domain has not been propagated

Fig. 3: A scenario where the _domainconnect TXT record for a transferred domain has not
been propagated
Scenario 2, illustrated in Fig. 3, can occur if the user buys a domain from a first DNS
Provider 1, then transfers the domain to a second DNS provider 2. Soon after initiating the
domain transfer, the user accesses the service provider, when DNS records haven’t yet
propagated. The user cannot leverage DNS provider discovery because the _domainconnect TXT
record for the true DNS provider 2 has not been propagated to all the DNS servers. The user sees
a screen for DNS provider 1, which is not useful.
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Scenario 3: _domainconnect TXT record of a domain is malformed

Fig. 4: A scenario where the _domainconnect TXT record of a domain is malformed
Scenario 3, illustrated in Fig. 4, can occur if the _domainconnect TXT record becomes
malformed due to a manual or system error. When the user accesses a service provider, the user
cannot leverage DNS provider discovery because the _domainconnect record is malformed.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques to enable the Domain Connect specification to
mitigate the effects of eventual consistency of DNS records. The techniques are described with
reference to each of the above three scenarios.
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Scenario 1:

Fig. 5: An example solution to the problem of scenario 1
Fig. 5 illustrates an example solution to the problem of scenario 1. If _domainconnect
record is absent, public whois data is leveraged to obtain the domain creation timestamp. If the
domain is a recently created domain and the user is on the service provider’s user interface (UI)
to complete the authenticate-authorize-update-DNS procedure, the user is shown an additional
meaningful message and instructions in addition to the existing flow e.g., ‘this is a new domain,
please wait for a few minutes for the service provider to detect this domain’s DNS provider
appropriately.’ Optionally other available options to update the DNS records can be presented to
the user (with or without leveraging Domain Connect protocol).
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Scenario 2:

Fig. 6: An example solution to the problem of scenario 2
Fig. 6 illustrates an example solution to the problem of scenario 2. If _domainconnect
record is absent, the treatment is similar to scenario 1. If _domainconnect record is present,
multiple HTTP calls are made to fetch the _domainconnect record. If the service provider sees
non-identical _domainconnect values, DNS provider settings calls are made on each of the
distinct values, and, on the service provider UI, the user chooses the appropriate DNS provider.
The existing applicable Domain Connect flow is continued with DNS provider discovery with
the chosen provider. If the service provider sees identical _domainconnect values, the existing
applicable Domain Connect flow is shown using DNS provider discovery.
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Scenario 3:

Fig. 7: An example solution to the problem of scenario 3
Fig. 7 illustrates an example solution to the problem of scenario 3. If _domainconnect
record is absent, the treatment is similar to scenario 1. If _domainconnect record is present and
the _domainconnect record is malformed, the service provider UI informs the user that the
_domainconnect record is malformed, and optionally suggests that the user fix it or get it fixed
with the help of the involved DNS provider. If _domainconnect record is present and the
_domainconnect record is not malformed, the existing applicable Domain Connect flow is shown
using DNS provider discovery.
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Unified flowchart:

Fig. 8: Mitigating the effects of eventual DNS-record consistency on Domain Connect
specification
Unifying the three scenarios, Fig. 8 illustrates mitigating the effects of eventual DNSrecord consistency on the Domain Connect specification. If the _domainconnect record is absent
(802), then the domain creation timestamp is obtained from public whois data (804). If the
domain is recently created and the user is on a service-provider UI, the user is shown a
meaningful message in addition to the existing flow (806). An example of a meaningful message
is: ‘this is a new domain, please wait for a few minutes for the service provider to detect this
domain’s DNS provider appropriately.’ Options are presented to complete the authenticateauthorize-update-DNS procedure or simply use the current available options to complete the
authenticate-authorize-update-DNS procedure.
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If the _domainconnect record is present (802) and if the _domainconnect record is
malformed (808), the user is informed (via the service provider UI) that the _domainconnect
record is malformed (820). The service provider can suggest that users either fix the malformed
record themselves or get it fixed with the help of the DNS provider.
If the _domainconnect record is present (802) and if the _domainconnect record is not
malformed (808), then a few (e.g., two-to-three) HTTP calls are made to fetch the
_domainconnect record (810). If the service provider sees non-identical _domainconnect values
(812), then a DNS provider settings call is made on each of the distinct values (816) and the user
is enabled (818) to choose the appropriate DNS provider (i.e., they can choose the latest one). If
the service provider does not see non-identical _domainconnect values (812) then the existing
applicable Domain Connect flow is shown using DNS provider discovery (814).
Advantages from the perspective of the user:
● Users see a coherent UI experience with respect to both the service provider and the DNS
provider.
● Users have more UI flexibility in cases where there is scope for inconsistency.
Advantages from the perspective of the DNS provider:
● Domain transfers to and from the DNS provider are better handled on the service
provider side, which also improves trust and goodwill for the DNS provider.
● DNS providers get an opportunity to fix malformed _domainconnect records.
Advantages from the perspective of the service provider:
● By handling absent _domainconnect records, service providers have a better chance to
serve more users successfully.
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● By not following malformed URLs in the _domainconnect record, service providers build
trust and goodwill with the user.
● By detecting domain transfers through the _domainconnect record, service providers
provide the user with a way to select the latest DNS provider and provide services more
successfully to more users.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques to enable the Domain Connect specification to
mitigate the effects of eventual consistency of DNS records. The techniques function under
various scenarios, e.g., even if the _domainconnect TXT record for a new or transferred domain
hasn’t been propagated or is malformed.
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